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Abstract
This paper describes how cryptographic provenance can serve
as a proactive, partial solution for mitigating misinformation.
Drawing on literature from human-centered computing and
usable security, journalism, and cryptography, we discuss the
advantages and limitations of both content-based and technical approaches to the problem of online misinformation.
We argue cryptographic provenance systems designed for usability can reduce the spread of misinformation by surfacing
provenance information and making this information salient
and acceptable to information consumers. We highlight challenges and open research areas related to designing usable
cryptographic provenance systems, specifically concerning
two key stakeholder groups: journalists and news consumers.

Introduction
“Falsehood flies; the truth comes limping after it.” Jonathan
Swift’s version (Swift and Roscoe 1841) of the well-known
idiom highlights what has been observed by modern research: false news travels faster and farther than the truth,
particularly online (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018). The
growing prevalence and harms resulting from misinformation have drawn substantial public and research attention in
recent years. From the 2016 US presidential election to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the negative impacts of misinformation have ranged from election interference to exacerbating
public health crises. In response, there have been numerous
efforts to “combat” digital misinformation, but none has yet
proved a significant or durable success.
Unlike disinformation, which constitutes false and misleading information created and circulated with the intent
to cause harm, researchers characterize misinformation as
false or misleading content circulated by actors who lack understanding that the information shared is spurious (SciLine
2021). Understandably, many applied misinformation interventions have focused on visually flagging inaccurate, fabricated, or misleading messages in hopes this will stop recipients from unintentionally propagating false content. While
the fact-checking and debunking efforts behind such “warning labels” can help mitigate misinformation spread when
effectively designed (Lewandowsky et al. 2020), they repreCopyright © 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

sent an inherently reactive approach to misinformation that
cannot effectively scale to the magnitude of the problem.
In this paper, we argue that cryptographic provenance systems are a vital component of a misinformation-resistant online ecosystem. We use the term cryptographic provenance
system to refer to a system that combines cryptographic protocols with a usable interface to 1) confirm the provenance
of digital content by generating a secure, unalterable record
of that content and any alterations, and 2) surface this information in a meaningful manner to end users. Cryptographic
protocols provide a secure infrastructure for transparency in
online publishing; in turn, this transparency lays a foundation for accountability and trust-building in digital publishing. At the same time, we note that cryptographic authentication and provenance tools often struggle to be salient
and acceptable to end users. To be effective, designers of
cryptographic provenance systems must partner with key
stakeholders and design for usability. Usable cryptographic
provenance systems provide a robust digital infrastructure
for transparency, accountability, and trust and serve as a scalable, proactive bulwark against misinformation.

Fact-Checking Fails to Address Key Drivers of
Misinformation Spread
Many recent efforts to reduce the spread and impact of misinformation focus on complicating the apparent truthfulness
of messages—typically through visual indicators backed by
some form of flagging and/or fact-checking process (Walter
et al. 2020). For example, Twitter’s “Birdwatch” program
aims to add crowdsourced “notes” to potentially misleading tweets (Coleman 2021). This program is the latest in a
succession of related efforts (e.g., Roth and Pickles 2020;
Ortutay 2021). Anita Butler, a Twitter designer who studied responses to potential “disputed” labels, summarized the
mixed effectiveness of these tools across users, saying, “People were like, well, who’s disputing it?” (Ortutay 2021).
This observation aligns with a recent meta-analysis of
fact-checking initiatives, which found that the degree to
which such initiatives reduced a belief in or the likelihood
of sharing false or misleading information was substantially
attenuated by multiple factors (Walter et al. 2020). In general, information consumption and sharing is driven not just
by a desire to be accurately informed and inform others, but

also to entertain, enhance social relationships, and/or provide an escape from the concerns of everyday life (Ruggiero 2000). Past research identifies a wide range of social
and psychological factors that predict misinformation sharing and spread, including individuals’ emotional states (Wischnewski, Krämer, and McNamara 2021), analytic thinking
habits (Pennycook and Rand 2019), social network composition (Young et al. 2021), perceptions of information novelty (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018), and level of trust in
the information source (Sterrett et al. 2019). When presented
with identical information, lay assessments of digital news
content’s credibility and truthfulness differ based on individual differences, and even expert evaluations vary according to discipline (Bhuiyan et al. 2020). In addition to more
stable individual differences that influence the likelihood of
spreading misinformation, an individual’s emotional state
also affects how they evaluate the factuality of information
at a given moment (Tiedens and Linton 2001).
Ultimately, truth is an abstract concept that is difficult to
ensure technically. Moreover, perceptions of message accuracy, factuality, or honesty are only one of many factors impacting the dissemination of misinformation. Due to
the complexities underlying individuals’ information evaluations, sharing decisions, and abilities to influence further
spread of misinformation, interventions that focus solely on
fact-checking offer limited efficacy for combating misinformation spread. Additionally, it is unlikely that any reactive
approach to mitigating misinformation (i.e., via labeling)
can keep pace with the exponential spread of online falsehoods (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018). It is necessary to develop proactive, scalable interventions that target multiple
drivers of misinformation creation and spread.

Cryptographic Provenance Systems Are a
Needed Misinformation Intervention
Cryptographic methods of authenticating specific attributes
of digital messages represent a proactive approach to mitigating misinformation. Rather than attempting to arbitrate
“truthiness,” these technical approaches broadly seek to
build trust in information sources and facilitate accountability through structural mechanisms. This section examines
the contributions that cryptographic tools can make in the
space of misinformation interventions.

Cryptographic Protocols Can Make Digital News
More Transparent and Secure
In order to understand how cryptography can be applied to
mitigate misinformation spread, it is imperative to recognize
how provenance tools work and how they can be applied
to digital news publishing. Cryptographic provenance tools
produce a globally consistent log that permanently records
events emitted by some authority (e.g., a news article is published), enabling third parties to monitor the log to verify the
behavior of the authority (Chase and Meiklejohn 2016).
Several cryptographic protocols for provenance and transparency have been developed over the last decade. The
most prominent, successfully deployed system is Certificate
Transparency (CT), launched in 2013 (Laurie, Langley, and

Käsper 2013; Laurie 2014). CT aims to improve public trust
in certificate authorities (CAs), who issue x.509 certificates
for use by TLS servers on the web. All issued certificates
are permanently recorded in a public CT log which anybody
can monitor, ensuring anyone can detect improperly issued
certificates. Unlike many previous proposals for increasing
trust in CAs, CT does not directly prevent misbehavior by
CAs (which lacks a precise technical definition); CT only
ensures a CA’s behavior is observable and non-repudiable.
Following the successful deployment of CT, similar
provenance and transparency systems have been proposed
for monitoring other types of authorities, including user-key
mappings in secure communication systems (Ryan 2014;
Melara et al. 2015), cryptographic key usage (Yu, Ryan,
and Cremers 2015), and distribution of software (Fahl et al.
2014; Nikitin et al. 2017; Al-Bassam and Meiklejohn 2018).
Recent research proposes general-purpose transparency protocols (Meiklejohn et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020; Tyagi et al.
2021), which can be adapted to any authority regularly publishing information and support updating that information
after initial publication. Developers can directly adapt these
tools to digital news publishers to create a transparent log of
all news content published.
We argue that cryptographic provenance systems applied
to digital publishing can and should provide four key assurances:
1. Authenticating Provenance. Cryptographic proofs offer
persuasive evidence of publisher/broadcaster identity via
digital signatures. While digital signatures can only guarantee that a particular public key signed content, we note
that mapping public keys to real-world organizations or
individuals (e.g., The New York Times or Walter Cronkite)
requires a secondary layer of public key infrastructure
(PKI). In practice, however, this challenge has been reasonably addressed via the PKIX system mapping public
keys to URLs (e.g., newyorktimes.com). Users already
rely upon URLs for authenticating the source of online
information; therefore, this is a reasonable way to layer
on an additional cryptographic assurance.
2. Verifying Content is Unaltered. Cryptography can provide
strong evidence that information has not been modified or
tampered with since the time of publication, as a timestamp is part of the generated signature. This verification is
typically accomplished via collision-resistant hash functions. Moreover, authenticated data structures enable efficient cryptographic commitments to large amounts of information that parties can later verify. These techniques
can be applied to verify that no changes have been made
to a news article and authenticate embedded materials like
photos and videos.
3. Ensuring Users are Viewing the Same Content. Cryptographic signatures can support consensus protocols that
further establish a consistent global view of committed
information, ensuring that all parties see the same information (Xiao et al. 2020). When applied to digital news,
these protocols can make it possible to detect if a news
publisher is showing two different versions of the same
article to different users.

4. Creating Unalterable Records of Changes. Modern authenticated data structures support efficient versioning of
information, enabling it to be updated and amended with
short cryptographic proofs of the latest version of the information and all previous versions (Tyagi et al. 2021).
This technique can be applied to create scalable tools that
document every change to an article since it was published, creating an unalterable record.
Provenance systems that offer all the above-mentioned cryptographic assurances make digitally published news content
more transparent and secure. Furthermore, when these cryptographic assurances are made salient and comprehensible to
end users, cryptographic provenance systems can be powerful tools to combat misinformation.

Cryptographic Provenance Systems Proactively
Counter Misinformation
Unlike defensive interventions like fact-checking, cryptographic provenance systems are proactive interventions for
misinformation. By authenticating digital news artifacts,
cryptographic systems refocus attention on provenance and
transparency and foster improved trust between news consumers and digital news producers. Ultimately, these systems promote a misinformation-resistant online ecosystem
by enabling structures that discourage dubious publishing
practices, favor transparency, and build trust between news
consumers and credible publishers.
By default, digital artifacts can be manipulated, updated,
and removed without generating readily accessible evidence
of those changes. Cryptographic tools facilitate a degree of
accountability not currently endemic to digital messages.
Provenance tools identify and record news artifacts and
any subsequent changes on a publicly auditable database
or cryptographically secure ledger. This documentation prevents retroactive modifications to the version history and can
add a layer of confidence that the authentication is trustworthy. Leveraging cryptographic protocols to create a more
secure news environment discourages malicious, questionable, and opaque publishing practices. Provenance systems
can provide unalterable evidence if digital publishers engage in disreputable practices (e.g., ghost editing, tampering
with embedded content). This discourages the creation and
spread of manipulated content.
While cryptographic provenance systems make it easier for news consumers to identify questionable publishing
practices and manipulated content, one of the major advantages of these systems is that they can help users recognize credible news publishers. For example, for an unaltered news article, effective cryptographic provenance systems will give users confidence that the article and any associated artifacts (e.g., embedded tweets) originated from the
stated publishers, that there truly have been no changes to
the information since its publication, and that all readers are
viewing a consistent version. By providing infrastructure to
generate positive indicators of news authenticity and transparency, cryptographic systems can encourage the identification and spread of credible information.
In turn, cryptographic provenance systems can establish

and reinforce public trust in news producers by enhancing
transparency around news content’s provenance and production history. For example, the unalterable record of changes
afforded by such systems can corroborate journalists’ transparency practices; readers can confirm that corrections acknowledged by a publisher match with the changes recorded
in the ledger. Additionally, when cryptographic provenance
systems are designed by a third party, it can reassure news
consumers that the authentication indicators generated by
the user interface are not biased by news organizations’ potential conflicts of interest.
To reiterate, cryptographic provenance systems indiscriminately hold all publishers accountable for the content they
alter or remove and make it easier for consumers to identify whether publishers’ practices are transparent or opaque.
These interventions target transparency, accountability, and
trust as mechanisms for promoting the circulation of quality information. Moreover, the content-agnostic nature of
cryptographic approaches allows them to scale seamlessly
with the volume of content being produced. Unlike the many
hours of human effort needed to fact-check even a single dubious claim, updates to the cryptographic record are immediately and automatically generated for every digital message produced or changed. Cryptographic provenance systems are promising as proactive misinformation interventions.

Cryptographic Provenance Systems for Digital
News Are Technically Feasible
Existing technical solutions are already sufficient for building cryptographic provenance systems that offer meaningful
transparency and accountability guarantees for digital information. For example, CT—which aims to ensure that SSL
certificates are correctly and non-maliciously issued (Certificate Transparency Group)—has been successfully deployed
at scale, with billions of certificates logged (Li et al. 2020)
and built-in support in Chrome, Firefox and Safari browsers.
With regard to news, although peer-reviewed research in this
space is limited, we note that variations on the cryptographic
approaches described are already being developed and tested
in many research and industry settings. Notable examples of
these efforts include the News Provenance Project (Koren
2019), Project Origin (Aythora et al. 2020), Project Starling (Takahashi 2021), the Credibility Coalition (Coalition
2017), Arweave (Project 2021; Library 2019), and the Content Authenticity Initiative (Initiative 2021). Details on these
projects and their specific goals and approaches are shown
in Table 1.
The prototypes developed by these projects prove it is
possible to overcome the technical barriers to building cryptographic provenance solutions. However, from a humancentered computing perspective, it is necessary to consider
the end users from the beginning of the design process,
or else usability barriers will impede the system’s effectiveness. The next section discusses the requirements, challenges, and opportunities of designing news provenance
tools for journalists and news consumers.

Project
News
Provenance
Project
(NPP)

Founders
The New York Times’
R&D lab and IBM
Garage

Project
Origin

New York Times, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation/ Radio-Canada,
British
Broadcasting
Corporation (BBC), and
Microsoft

Project Starling

USC Shoah Foundation
and Stanford University’s
Department of Electrical
Engineering

Credibility
Coalition

N/A

Arweave

Minimum
Spanning
Technologies Limited

Content
Authenticity
Initiative

Adobe, Twitter, the New
York Times

Goal
To explore the relationship
between cryptographic provenance and user trust with respect to digital images (Koren
2019).
To help publishers verify information that they sent to users.
(This project combines the
NPP, the BBC/CBC Provenance Project, and the Microsoft AMP system; Aythora
et al. 2020.)
To develop an open-source,
end-to-end framework for application developers to add image and document verification to the media generation
process, using blockchain and
distributed ledger technology
(Labs 2022)
To develop common standards
for information credibility by
collaborating with a large team
of partners from journalists,
academics,
policy-makers,
and technologists to incubate
projects and conduct research
To solve the problem of ‘link
rot’ and create what they call
the ‘permaweb: A global, permanent web of pages and
applications that live forever’
(Project 2021)
To counter the rise of misinformation by securely preserving
provenance and attribution data
for digital content, starting with
photo and video content (Initiative 2021).

Cryptographic Protocols
Provenance authentication applied to digital images

Provenance authentication applied to news articles, augmented with trust measures

Provenance authentication and
verification of tampering

N/A

A protocol that allows for decentralized saving of websites
to create a permanent record
(Library 2019).
An end-to-end system for content provenance of digital content through open-source development, cross-industry collaboration, and interoperability of
tools that can be integrated into
a blockchain system (Content
Authenticity Initiative).

Table 1: Cryptographic Provenance Initiatives

Usability Challenges Pose the Greatest
Barriers to Implementing Provenance Tools
Despite the technical feasibility of integrating cryptographic
provenance into existing digital publishing pipelines, key
challenges to ensuring their adoption and acceptance by both
journalists and news consumers remain. In particular, there
may be a mismatch between the degree of transparency journalists and news organizations deem worthwhile and what
news consumers may prefer. Despite years of research on
security indicators, improving the salience, usability, and acceptance of cryptographic evidence for end users remains an
open challenge. In the following section, we detail core ar-

eas for consideration and begin to address areas for future
research.

Attending to Journalists as Stakeholders Can
Inform Effective Tool Design
Journalists currently seek to improve trust relationships with
their readers through transparency practices (e.g., Moran
2021). Still, the impact of these efforts is questionable as
news consumers may have diverging conceptualizations of
transparency and can be wary of disclosures made by news
organizations themselves. While news consumers are the targeted end users of cryptographic provenance systems, journalists are key stakeholders in these systems. Content au-

thentication facilitated by a secure, third-party system can
allow journalists to corroborate their transparency initiatives
and build trust with news consumers.
However, from an implementation perspective, some
challenges need to be considered. One challenge is that,
though journalists’ content management systems (CMS)
provide tools to annotate edits in the schema (e.g., adding
a correction tag), journalists do not always take advantage of these opportunities. For example, the widely-used
WordPress CMS supports version control, but it is unclear
whether journalistic organizations widely use this feature.
Cryptographic authentication of the back-end transparency
practices of news organizations has the potential to provide
positive indicators of trustworthiness. Still, more work is
needed to understand the schema practices currently used by
news organizations and encourage the utilization of schema
that can be cryptographically verified to communicate transparency (Credibility Coalition and Nieman Foundation for
Journalism).
Additionally, although formal academic programs exist at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels, journalism in
the United States retains a largely informal apprenticeship
practice model. Many journalistic institutions operate without formalized (i.e., written) approaches to key practices,
including issues like handling post-publication changes to
news content. While some news organizations index their
corrections in the article metadata (e.g., ProPublica n.d.;
Press n.d.), news organizations likely limit their view of
“corrections” to factual corrections. Not every change made
to an article post-publication (e.g., typos or changes in framing) is considered a “correction”. In contrast, the corrections
suggested by readers include inaccurately listed dates, locations, or descriptions, as well as “a surprising variety of
other flavors of mistakes” (Jacquette 2018). The @nyt diff
Twitter account (Editing TheGrayLady), which documents
real-time changes to news published on the main page of
The New York Times, also illustrates there is a mismatch between journalists’ and readers’ perceptions of the types of
changes worth publicly acknowledging. The post shown in
Figure 1 is an example of wording changes that are often not
documented by publishers, but that readers want to be able
to access.

Figure 1: Sample post from the “Editing TheGrayLady”
Twitter feed, describing a change in an article abstract.
The dissonance between readers’ and publishers’ conceptualizations of “corrections” creates a challenge for implementing a provenance system that does not inadvertently produce counterproductive effects on trust through the
surfacing of corrections not flagged as corrections by the
producer. Additionally, transparency information published

about content from reputable news sources may provide fodder for propagators of misinformation. Visibility of edits and
corrections, for example, can be pointed to in an attempt to
undermine faith in a news publisher’s credibility, though this
has long been accepted journalistic practice. Further exploration of the needs and practices of journalists as stakeholders is needed in order to implement usable provenance tools
that encourage rather than penalize necessary updates to articles.

Designing for News Consumers’ Needs Is
Complicated but Vital
The considerable volume of research conducted on digital security indicators shows that the user experience of
these indicators influences how users interact with them
(Akhawe and Felt 2013; Egelman, Cranor, and Hong 2008;
Felt et al. 2015). Like security indicators (e.g., SSL certificate warnings), news provenance tools aim to communicate the authenticity of cryptographically-verified digital
artifacts. We argue that the difficulty of designing salient,
interpretable, and, overall, usable indicators for end users
is the most pressing obstacle to deploying effectual cryptographic provenance systems for digital news.
In particular, users’ understanding of the meaning of security warnings impacts if and how they act upon those warnings (Felt et al. 2015). A study examining users’ mental
models of encryption found that users vary in their beliefs
related to the level of security offered by encryption technologies, and users often misunderstand security indicators
like browser warnings (Wu and Zappala 2018). Similarly,
target users of news provenance tools may not understand
what cryptographic authentication entails. While resources
have been developed to teach principles of cryptography to
a range of lay audiences (Bell et al. 2003), providing more
detailed and accurate understandings of how these systems
work does not necessarily increase user confidence (Wu and
Zappala 2018). Instead, designers should ”make efforts to
align designs and communication efforts with the functional
models users already possess” (Wu and Zappala 2018, p.
405). System developers should research users’ mental models of the cryptographic provenance systems to navigate barriers to understanding authentication indicators. They can
then use this research to develop user-informed explanations
that effectively communicate the security of these systems
and their significance for authenticating news content (Ngo
and Krämer 2021; Wu and Zappala 2018).
As touched on in the section on journalists as stakeholders, a vital challenge for designing a usable cryptographic
provenance system for news is determining the scope of
transparency indicators that should be enabled through the
system. While cryptographically documenting provenance
and changes to articles is relatively straightforward, it is
challenging to determine how much of this information
should be presented to the user in the standard interface.
Presenting too much information to users generally leaves
them overwhelmed and unsure of which direction to take,
which is especially detrimental when it comes to making
trust decisions. Additionally, users have varying information needs and criteria for assessing news content (Bhuiyan

et al. 2020). This barrier can be navigated through usability studies that identify the optimal amount and presentation
of transparency information for the average user and design
choices that allow users to personalize further the information they want to see. Additionally, as observed by Pennycook et al. 2020, it is crucial to clarify how users should interpret the presence and absence of indicators, being mindful
of any counterproductive effects of existing design elements.

Discussion
We outlined how cryptographic protocols can be applied to
make digital news more transparent and secure, proactively
mitigating misinformation harms by facilitating trust and accountability. We also addressed usability as the core challenge for implementing effective cryptographic provenance
systems and provided considerations for designing for journalists and news consumers. In the following sections, we
discuss the boundaries of cryptographic provenance systems
as misinformation interventions, note limitations in current
prototypes, and suggest paths forward for designing effective cryptographic provenance systems.

Noting Boundaries and Navigating Barriers
Just as the limits of fact-checking interventions should be acknowledged, it is important to note the limits and challenges
related to cryptographic provenance measures as misinformation interventions. These include the bounded nature of
the solution, challenges related to potentially differing notions of transparency, and ethical considerations. We suggest
future research and design directions that can help navigate
these challenges.
First, while the transparency afforded by cryptographic
provenance systems lays a foundation for trust-building and
accountability in digital publishing, it is important to recognize that transparency itself is not a panacea; also, transparency does not automatically increase trust (Ananny and
Crawford 2018). Cryptographic provenance systems fill a
critical gap in current misinformation intervention efforts
through their potential to proactively discourage the creation
and propagation of false or manipulated content. Even so,
they are not meant to be a one-stop solution. Future research
should assess how cryptographic provenance systems can
best mobilize transparency to facilitate trust-building across
diverse stakeholders. Additionally, cryptographic solutions
should be integrated with and used to augment a variety
of misinformation interventions. For example, existing tools
that track changes to published information or that flag media that has likely been altered could be guaranteed to be
reliable with cryptographic provenance.
Second, we note a specific barrier to communicating the
advantages of these systems to end users. Namely, the transparency assurances provided by cryptographic systems may
not overlap with colloquial understandings of what constitutes news transparency. For example, cryptographic transparency has a narrow technical definition (Chase and Meiklejohn 2016); cryptographic systems can guarantee that certain actions (e.g., issuing a certificate or publishing a news
article) are permanently and publicly visible to all observers

but they make no semantic claims about the content. Cryptographic provenance systems do not provide assurances
that news consumers might associate with the term “transparency”, such as disclosures of ideological biases, financial backing, or conflicts of interest relevant to an article. We argue that the narrow technical definition of cryptographic transparency (Chase and Meiklejohn 2016) is
partly a strength in the digital publishing context. The provenance systems we have described do not attempt to assert that a news item is “true” versus “false” (e.g., Khodabakhsh, Busch, and Ramachandra 2018), nor do they directly identify dis- or misinformation (e.g., Kumar, West,
and Leskovec 2016), thus sidestepping some of the semantic debates around fact-checking. Nevertheless, system designers will need to intentionally design the user-facing indicators in a manner that clearly communicates the purpose
of cryptographic provenance systems, including what they
can and cannot guarantee concerning digital news artifacts.
We suggest that research on security indicators (e.g., Chase
and Meiklejohn 2016; Akhawe and Felt 2013) and credibility indicators (e.g., Stomber et al. 2021; Sumpter and Neal
2021) provide a valuable foundation for informing the initial
design of cryptographic provenance indicators and guiding
usability research for these systems.
Third, as with any intervention, the design and implementation of cryptographic systems have ethical implications.
Throughout the development and launch of cryptographic
provenance systems, it is important that researchers and system developers attend to the ethicality of potential and actual outcomes relevant to misinformation and beyond, asking questions like: Who benefits from these systems and
are these benefits distributed equitably across diverse groups
of publishers and users? Is the user interface unbiased and
transparent in how it surfaces information from the cryptographic ledger? How can large-scale provenance systems
utilize environmentally sustainable blockchain technology?
Proactively interrogating the ethical implications of these
systems from multiple perspectives throughout their development will help these systems address existing problems
without potentially creating new ones.

Paths Forward for Developing Cryptographic
Provenance Systems
While we have noted promising initiatives that are currently prototyping cryptographic provenance tools for digitally published content, many existing projects apply only
to select content types (see Table 1). For example, while
the available documentation for efforts like Project Origin
(Aythora et al. 2020) refer to the feasibility of applying their
provenance indicators to diverse media formats, the primary
focus of Project Origin—like the NPP (Koren 2019) upon
which it draws—appears to be photographs; Project Starling
(Labs 2022) and the Content Authenticity Initiative (Initiative 2021) extend this to video content. These tools can support provenance and verification against alteration for digital
images and videos, and it is possible that some may provide
information about multiple versions. For example, NPP provided readers with the multiple contexts and captions with
which a given photo had been published. Still, it is not clear

that any of these projects are poised to address the types
of text-based changes like those illustrated in Figure 1 that
news consumers can deem meaningful. Generating a secure
record of alterations to published text is important because
there are instances where even small changes to framing and
word choice can have monumental implications (e.g, Ecker
et al. 2014; McBride 2020; Owen 2021). Though solutions
like Arweave (Project 2021) could be used to store textbased content, it does not meet the usability requirements
needed to scale to the speed, volume, and variety of platforms through which digital news is published.
While existing cryptographic provenance approaches for
digital publishing are beginning to take shape across a range
of initiatives, we argue it is vital to expand the types of assurances offered by these systems and to ensure the usability
of these systems for a broad spectrum of news producers and
consumers. In light of the limitations of existing solutions,
we argue that cryptographic provenance systems for news
need to be developed for all media formats. They should also
support four important technical assurances. Cryptographic
provenance systems for news should 1) cryptographically
confirm the provenance of digital news artifacts, 2) verify
articles and their embedded content have not been altered,
3) detect if a publisher is showing two different versions of
the same article to other users, and 4) generate transparent
records of all changes to news content from the initial point
of publication. Just as importantly, these technical features
must be paired with usable interfaces for news consumers
that “meet them where they are.”
So, what might a system like this entail? At its most basic, cryptographic provenance for digital publishing would
involve cryptographically signing items of digital content
and committing the results to a public log. We believe that a
more usable approach is likely to involve not just logging the
hash and signature, but also publishing an inclusion proof
alongside the content. A browser extension could then verify the inclusion proof and confirm to news consumers that
the content has been signed and logged, without any additional user effort. Given the importance of enhancing public trust in news, we suggest that cryptographic provenance
systems for news should also enumerate and surface the log
history—and the expanded content at each step—in a usable
format that would allow readers to easily view and evaluate any transformations within the published content from
its initial publication until the present.

Conclusion
Interventions focused solely on fact-checking or verifying
the “truth” of digital messages are insufficient to counter
contemporary misinformation formats and difficult to scale.
In contrast, cryptographic provenance systems can proactively mitigate misinformation harms through promoting accountability via technically-assured publisher transparency,
thereby facilitating greater trust in participating publishers.
Such systems can also readily scale to the volume of digitally published content.
As technical barriers to developing cryptographic provenance systems are low, usability barriers are the most pressing challenges that must be overcome to create productive

cryptographic provenance tools for digital news. To navigate
these barriers, we find it imperative to understand key stakeholders’ needs and practices, including news producers and
consumers. Designing for the varying needs of news consumers is complicated but vital. Efficacious provenance systems for digital news will apply multiple cryptographic solutions, design for usability, and complement a variety of misinformation interventions that target specific mechanisms of
misinformation spread.
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